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Sparks!
A Newsletter for Members and Friends of the Museum of Science

T he remote region of West Papua, the least  
populous province of Indonesia, contains 
the most diverse marine ecosystem on 

Earth: More than 2,000 species of sea life thrive 
here. These exotic islands are 
the setting for Journey to the 
South Pacific, a breathtak-
ing new IMAX film currently 
showing in the Mugar Omni 
Theater. Now you can dive head-
first into the heart of this lush, 
tropical paradise!

Academy Award®–winner Cate Blanchett 

narrates the story of Jawi Mayor, a 13-year-old boy 

living in West Papua who gets a closer look at the coral reefs in 

his own backyard while on an inter-island journey. Jawi has 
Continued on next page 
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Aquatic Adventures on the Big Screen
Life flourishes above—and below—sea level in a new IMAX®  film.

Photo Courtesy of Shaun MacGillivray

the adventure of a lifetime as he encounters whale sharks, sea 

turtles, manta rays, and other iconic creatures of the sea, while 

simultaneously learning about the marine ecosystem that he 

and his family call home.

Classroom on the Water

You’ll climb aboard the colorful Kalabia, a 

floating school dedicated to educating local 

children both in the classroom and in the water. 

Named after a species of shark local to the Raja 

Ampat Islands, the 112-foot boat was formerly  

a tuna fleet vessel. Nowadays, the ship  

is used for education within  

the islands and beyond.

The villagers of the South Pacific 

have long depended on the ocean for 



their survival, but many are unaware of the impact that  

overfishing, dynamite fishing, and climate change are having 

on the coral reefs and marine life. The educational programs 

on the Kalabia inspire students to be active participants in 

the preservation of their ecosystem and the conservation of 

aquatic species.

West Papua is part of the Coral Triangle, considered the  

global epicenter of marine diversity, so education efforts are 

extremely important. The Kalabia staff hopes that as children 

share what they learn with their parents, support for protection 

will increase while destructive fishing practices decline.

Animal Stories, Human Stories

Journey to the South Pacific gives you an up-close, tender 

glimpse into the aquatic world. Watch as a leatherback turtle 

completes her 6,000-mile journey across the Pacific—one 

of the longest migrations in the animal kingdom—to lay her 

eggs on the beach where she was born. Her hatchlings, barely 

an hour old, must then make the perilous journey from the 

sand to the sea. In another emotional scene, Jawi overcomes a 

lifelong fear and swims alongside the largest known fish  

species, the massive whale shark, for the first time.

Our Ocean Planet

MacGillivray Freeman’s Journey to the South Pacific follows To 

The Arctic in their One World One Ocean Campaign, continu-

ing a tradition of films that celebrate the natural world. These 

films require impressive feats of engineering—the camera 

and underwater housing weigh 250 pounds!

“Journey to the South Pacific is a feel-good ocean adventure that 

offers viewers an up-close encounter with the extraordinary 

marine wildlife of West Papua,” says director Greg MacGilli-

vray, president of MacGillivray Freeman Films. “This uplifting 

IMAX documentary continues our commitment to produc-

ing a steady stream of entertaining, world-class, educational 

programming that transforms how people see and experience 

their world.” 

An inspiring story of hope and celebration, this giant-screen 

film highlights the importance of living in balance with the 

ocean planet we all call home.  

Produced by MacGillivray Freeman Films in association with IMAX® Entertainment  
and presented by One World One Ocean. All photos © 2013 IMAX Corporation  
and MacGillivray Freeman Films.

Sponsored by  

Journey to the South Pacific  |  Now Showing in the Mugar Omni Theater

Photo Courtesy of Michele Hall

Photo Courtesy of Barbara MacGillivray

Photo Courtesy of Barbara MacGillivray



TICkETS gO ON SAlE

March 25 for Premier Members

March 27 for Basic Members

Real-Life Night at the Museum!
Join us for a members-only overnight with a lively lineup of science fun.

CHOOSE YOUR  
OvERNIgHT AdvENTURE

• Saturday, June 14 – Sunday, June 15

• Friday, June 27 – Saturday, June 28
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Have you ever prowled around the Planetarium in your pajamas? 

Brushed your teeth in the Blue Wing? Seen the early-morning sun 

sparkle across the Charles River? If not—now’s the time!

Join a Member Overnight and experience a much-anticipated tradition 

for many member families. Linger through favorite Museum spaces, 

explore new corners of our nearly empty Exhibit Halls, and enjoy spe-

cial activities and exclusive access. Don’t miss this chance to gather your 

friends and family for a night you’ll never forget.

Member Overnight Guidelines 

To ensure a safe and enjoyable time for 

all, children must be accompanied by 

an adult chaperone age 21 or older at all 

times. A minimum of one chaperone 

per five children is required. 

•  Cost: $50 per person. Advance registra-

tion required. Space is limited; first come, 

first served. 

•  Dinner options: Bring your own meal or 

visit the Riverview Café for Grab & Go 

sandwiches and drinks. 

•  Check-in is 5:00 – 6:30 p.m. The program 

officially ends at 11:00 a.m. the next 

morning. The $5 overnight parking rate is 

effective until noon. 

general Information 

This program is for elementary-school-age children (ages 6 – 13) and the adults who accompany them.  

•  Confirmation letters are sent along with 

your overnight “survival guide,” which 

includes information on when to arrive, 

what to bring, the schedule of activities, 

and more. If you have not received your 

written confirmation by Friday, June 6, 

please call the membership department 

at 617-589-0180. 

•  For more information, contact the mem-

bership department: 617-589-0180. 



A Recipe for Innovation
An icon of experimental gastronomy fuses his passion for cooking with science.

After earning a coveted  
Michelin 3-star rating, the 
elBulli restaurant received 

nearly two million requests for 
dinner reservations. But the  
culinary landmark on the 
coast of Catalonia, Spain, 
only sat 8,000 patrons each 
season. And in the summer 
of 2011, the world’s most 
exclusive restaurant closed 
its doors for good.

Fortunately for lovers of haute 

cuisine—and the hundreds of 

thousands of curious diners 

without a reservation—elBulli 

is being reimagined as elBulli 

Foundation, a creative think-tank 

and food laboratory for gastronom-

ic experimentation.

Its former head chef of 25 years, the 

world-famous Ferran Adrià, is the featured 

subject of  

Innovation in the Art of Food: Chef Ferran Adrià, a 

temporary exhibit on display at the Museum 

from mid-February through May. Along with 

Our Global Kitchen: Food, Nature, Culture, 

the exhibit supports Museum president 

Ioannis Miaoulis’s mission to enhance 

food education.

Alchemy in the kitchen

The elBulli chefs reimagine familiar  

foods by stripping them down 

to their essences and presenting 

them in new formats such as 

foam, spherification, warm jelly, 

fizz, and “airs.” Through unusual 

tastes, textures, and untraditional 

high-tech appliances, Adrià and his 

team have added a multi-sensory, 

magical dimension to the experience 

of eating—radically revolutionizing 

the way food is both created and con-

sumed. This approach combines the  

precision and discipline of a scientist with  

the boldness and imaginative spirit of an artist.

Innovation in the Art of Food: Chef Ferran Adrià   
Opens February 15 in the Exhibit Halls  |  Member Preview February 14

Photo © Maribel Ruíz de Erenchun



Inside the Mind of  
a visionary

Innovation in the Art of  

Food lets you walk through 

a living history of elBulli, 

where a combination of  

historical artifacts, images,  

and videos showcase the 

transformation of a family-

owned restaurant into a bold, 

sophisticated institution on the 

cutting edge of nouvelle cuisine. Chef 

Adrià’s notebooks, sketches, and even clay models 

reveal the intensive research and development that go into his  

creations. And the exhibit provides a peek into the kitchen 

and dining room—with a video simulation of a typical 

34-course meal being served to you.

Restlessly Creative

Born in a working-class Barcelona neighborhood, Adrià has 

risen to prominence as an international chef whose celebrity 

status has resulted in a cameo on The Simpsons and even an 

orchestral composition dedicated to his cuisine. But Adrià is 

never one to rest on his laurels; it takes an ambitious mind to 

shut down an award-winning restaurant at the height of its 

fame for the sake of experimentation and innovation. Enjoy 

unparalleled insight into the creative mind of Ferran Adrià at 

the Museum—the next best thing to a table at elBulli!  

Make Your Own  
Dessert Using the  
Science of Sugar

For a science-related treat, simply dip 
strawberries in melted white chocolate, 
then dip again in blue Pop Rocks®. You’ll 
have a red, white, and blue dessert that  
really “pops”!

The crackling, popping sound of Pop Rocks 
is caused by effervescence, a chemical 
reaction that occurs when gas is released 
in the form of foam, fizz, and bubbles. The 
candy is made from popping sugar that 
contains carbon dioxide. As the sugar 
melts, the gas is released—resulting in  
the familiar popping sensation.

INgREdIENTS:

1 dozen fresh strawberries 

1 bar white chocolate

3 bags Pop Rocks

 Melt the chocolate to a liquid form.

  Dip the strawberries halfway into  
the chocolate.

  Dip the bottom third of the strawberry 
into Pop Rocks.

Let the strawberries cool to room  
temperature, then enjoy!

1

2

3

 April almonds © Francesc Guillamet  
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This exhibition is made possible by            



Calendar of Events
February – March 2014
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February March
Our Mathematical Universe
From the basics of motion in physics to  
parallel universes and quantum computers, 
Max Tegmark travels through physical  
reality melding physics, astronomy, and 
mathematics. 7:00 p.m. !   

Deconstructing the Chef: Ferran 
Adrià and the Experience of Food
Ferran Adrià and his food experiments 
surprise, provoke, and engage the emotions, 
while making culinary history. Discover what 
ignites the master chef inside the kitchen 
and out. 7:00 p.m. M  !   $  

Book Club for the Curious
Join a discussion about Love and Math: The 
Heart of Hidden Reality by Edward Frenkel. 
Cambridge Innovation Center. 5:30 p.m.

Member Preview: Innovation in the 
Art of Food: Chef Ferran Adrià
Exclusive Member Event—Museum  
members get a taste of this temporary 
exhibit before it opens to the general public. 
5:00 – 9:00 p.m.

School Vacation Week  Begins
Exhibit Halls are open: 
Saturday – Thursday 9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. 
Friday 9:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. 
Saturday 9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Note: Hours subject to change; call or check 
mos.org to confirm.

Innovation in the Art of Food:  
Chef Ferran Adrià Opens
Temporary Exhibit—Enjoy unparalleled 
insight into the creative mind—and kitchen—
of international chef Ferran Adrià. 

Healthy Brains:  
Genes, Environment, and Plasticity
Join us to explore the brain, how our  
parents and life experiences influence  
it, and how we can nurture its healthful 
development. 7:00 p.m. !  

CAlEnDAr HIGHlIGHtS
Information is subject to change.  
Please confirm all dates and times:  
617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY), mos.org.

Hurting Brains: Conflict,  
Mental Illness, and Self-Control
Investigate the impact of conflict—internal 
and external—on the brain and the tenuous 
path that some brains must endure.  
7:00 p.m. !   

Free Film Fridays
IMAX® Films—See complimentary films 
shown throughout the day in the Mugar  
Omni Theater. Also March 14, 21, and 28.

Astronomy After Hours Returns
See spectacular live views of our corner 
of the cosmos, weather permitting. 8:30 – 
10:00 p.m. Also subsequent Fridays through 
November.

Book Club for the Curious
Join a discussion about The Story of the 
Human Body: Evolution, Health, and Disease 
by Daniel Lieberman. Cambridge Innovation 
Center. 5:30 p.m.

Order Member Overnight tickets 
Join an overnight at the Museum and make 
memories for a lifetime! (March 25 for  
Premier Members and March 27 for  
Basic Members) M  !   $  

SyMBOl KEy

M   Members may reserve tickets in advance and/or 
receive discounts. 

!   Reservations are either required or  
strongly recommended. 

$  A fee is associated with this event or exhibit.

14
Friday 

7
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25
Tuesday

5
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5
Wednesday
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Wednesday

13
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Exhibit Halls
For more information: 617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY), 
mos.org/exhibits. 

New! Innovation in the Art of Food:  
Chef Ferran Adrià
Opens Saturday, February 15
Enjoy unparalleled insight into the creative mind of 
international chef Ferran Adrià, and walk through a living 
history of elBulli, the restaurant he helped make famous.

Our Global Kitchen: Food, Nature, Culture
Through Sunday, April 13
Explore the complex and intricate food system that 
brings what we eat from farm to fork in sections devoted 
to growing, transporting, cooking, eating, and celebrating.

Butterfly Garden
Explore a living exhibit filled with sunlight, plants, and 
free-flying butterflies. Timed tickets required. Discounts 
available for members.

Hall of Human life
With more than 70 interactive components, the  
exhibition provides a new way for visitors to explore  
their changing biology and health—from the psychosocial 
to the molecular level.

FEATuRED PRESENTATION

Live presentations are offered throughout the day every day 
in the Exhibit Halls. For current schedules: 617-723-2500, 
617-589-0417 (TTY), mos.org/daily. 

Afternoon Report
Daily; 2:30 p.m.
Join our on-stage anchor in the Gordon Current Science 
& Technology Center for a rapid-fire news report touching 
on the latest headlines in your favorite science subjects. 
Segments may include breaking news, in-depth  
stories, video clips, special  
guests, and reports from  
the field.

envision
Photo © Michael Malyszko

Sign Up for Summer Courses!

Looking for stimulating fun for your kids this summer? It’s not too late to sign  
up for a week (or more!) of science courses running July 7 – August 15.

Students entering grades 1 – 8 may choose from morning or afternoon  
classes, or create a full day of fun!

• For more information and to register: mos.org/courses.

•  Summer courses are offered early to Museum members.  
Not a member? Join today: 617-723-2500, mos.org/members.
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3-D Digital Cinema 
Shows in Wright Theater. For showtimes and tickets:  
617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY), mos.org.  
Discounts available for members. 3-D shows run  
approximately 20 minutes.

Flight of the Butterflies
Go on an awe-inspiring journey as you follow the  
year-long annual migration cycle of the Monarch butterfly.

Sea Monsters: A Prehistoric Adventure
Travel back to the Late Cretaceous period, when giant 
marine reptiles dominated the sea, and learn how  
science can tell the story of these colossal creatures.

Charles Hayden Planetarium 
For showtimes and tickets: 617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY), 
mos.org. Service charge waived for members. Shows run  
approximately 35 – 45 minutes.

Opens February 1  
Magic Tree House® Space Mission
Prompted by a mysterious note left in their tree house, 
brother-and-sister duo Jack and Annie embark on a 
wondrous journey of adventure and learning to answer 
questions about space.

Moons: Worlds of Mystery
Experience the spectacular forces at work on these  
natural satellites, and discover just how complex and  
wild the solar system really is. Produced by the  
Museum of Science.

Explore: The Universe
Leave the Earth behind and blast off to explore our solar 
system, the Milky Way, and beyond. Journey through the 
cosmos with a Planetarium educator as your star pilot.

laser Shows
Friday and Saturday evenings
Experience sensational light displays set to popular  
music! Our three-show lineup features the classic  
sounds of legendary rockers Pink Floyd, the epic  
masterpieces of ’70s and ’80s Queen, and the  
chart-topping hits of pop icons The Beatles. 

Gilliland Observatory
Free, thanks to the generosity of the Lowell Institute.

Astronomy After Hours
Fridays beginning March 7; 8:30 – 10:00 p.m.
Join us for a free evening of astronomy-themed fun 
every Friday (early March – late November). On clear 
nights, visit the Gilliland Observatory on the Museum’s 
roof for spectacular live views of stars, planets, lunar 
craters, and more. During less ideal conditions, discuss 
astronomy and perform hands-on activities indoors. For 
more details, call our hotline, 617-589-0267, updated  
by 5:30 p.m. every Friday.



Mugar Omni theater
Featuring New England’s only IMAX® Dome screen. For 
showtimes, tickets, and a complete list of films now playing: 
617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY), mos.org. Service 
charge waived for members. Shows run approximately  
50 minutes.

Sponsored by  

FEATuRED FILMS

New! Journey to the South Pacific
Set in the exotic cluster of Indonesia’s many islands, this 
film explores the region’s breathtaking ancient reefs, 
ocean life, and human stories. 

The Human Body
From 250 mph impulses in your brain to blood cells racing 
through 100 miles of veins, arteries, and capillaries— 
discover the dramas and extraordinary accomplishments 
that play out each day beneath your skin!

Jerusalem
Experience the beauty and majesty of this ancient and 
beloved city as you discover its many hidden secrets.

Rocky Mountain Express
Speed through the Canadian Rockies on a thrilling  
journey back to the age of steam-powered trains.  
Experience the colossal feats of engineering—and  
epic risks—that shaped a nation.

Adult Offerings
For more information: 617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY), 
mos.org/events. Funded in part by the Barbara and Malcolm 
L. Sherman Fund for Adult Programs and by the David and 
Marion Ellis Endowment Fund. 

uNIvERSAL WONDERS

Revealing worlds near and far.

lowell Series on Physics
Our Mathematical Universe: My Quest  
for the Ultimate Nature of Reality
Wednesday, February 5; 7:00 p.m.
From the basics of motion in physics  
to parallel universes and quantum  
computers, Max Tegmark, PhD, travels  
through physical reality melding  
physics, astronomy, and mathematics.  
Book signing to follow.

•  Free, thanks to the generosity of the  
Lowell Institute.

•  Register in advance at mos.org/events.

FOOD FOR THOugHT

Exploring the interconnectedness between  
food, our planet, our health, and our human spirit.

Celebrity Science Series 
A Reno Family Foundation Symposium

Deconstructing the Chef: Ferran Adrià and the 
Experience of Food
Wednesday, February 12; 7:00 p.m.
Ferran Adrià and his experiments with food have  
resulted in flavors, textures, and visual artistry that sur-
prise, provoke, and engage the emotions, while making 
culinary history. Discover what ignites Ferran inside the 
kitchen and out. Featuring a cooking demonstration by 
Museum president Ioannis Miaoulis. Reception to follow. 

• Fee: $40.

• Purchase tickets in advance at mos.org/events.

•  Funding for this program provided by the Reno Family  
Foundation Fund.



ON BEINg HuMAN

Dive into the workings of the brain and the neuroscience of 
resolving conflict, inside and out.

Healthy Brains: Genes, Environment, and Plasticity 
Wednesday, February 26; 7:00 p.m.
The brain is an astonishing organ. It enables us to speak, 
solve problems, create new ideas, and consider abstract 
thoughts. Join us to explore the brain, how our parents 
and life experiences influence it, and how we can nurture 
its healthful development.

• Free, thanks to the generosity of the Lowell Institute.

•  Advance registration begins at 9:00 a.m., Monday, February 10 
for members: mos.org/events (Wednesday, February 12 for the 
general public).

•  Co-produced in partnership with the Conte Center  
at Harvard University and Beyond Conflict. 

•  Sponsored by Harvard Pilgrim Health Care.

Hurting Brains:  
Conflict, Mental Illness, and Self-Control 
Wednesday, March 5; 7:00 p.m.
Can conflict, violence, substance abuse,  
and poverty alter our genes and get passed  
down through generations? Investigate the  
impact of conflict—internal and external— 
on the brain and the tenuous path that  
some brains must endure.

• Free, thanks to the generosity of the Lowell Institute.

•  Advance registration begins at 9:00 a.m., Monday, February 17 
for members: mos.org/events (Wednesday, February 19 for  
the general public).

•  Co-produced in partnership with the Conte Center  
at Harvard University and Beyond Conflict. 

•  Sponsored by Harvard Pilgrim Health Care.

AND MORE 

Find even more offerings at mos.org/events.

Book Club for the Curious
Thursdays, February 13 and March 13; 5:30 p.m.
Feeling inquisitive? Looking for good conversation?  
Love science and books? Free and open to the public, 
these monthly book discussions focus on science,  
technology, and their impact on society.

•  Location: Cambridge Innovation Center, One Broadway,  
14th Floor, Cambridge, MA.

•  February 13: Love and Math: The Heart of Hidden Reality by 
Edward Frenkel.

•  March 13: The Story of the Human Body: Evolution, Health,  
and Disease by Daniel Lieberman.

•  Presented in partnership with the Cambridge  
Innovation Center.

Coming Soon! The Science Behind the Stars
Tuesday, April 29; 6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
Join us to show your support for the Museum!  
Celebrate the success of the Hall of Human Life,  
our newest permanent exhibition, and enjoy a lively 
evening of dinner, entertainment, and fun interactives. 
George Scangos, PhD, CEO of Biogen Idec, will accept 
the 2014 Star of STEM award.

• Location: Museum of Science.

•  Ticket sales begin soon. For more information: 617-589-0185, 
thesciencebehind@mos.org, mos.org/thesciencebehind.

•  Fee: Individual tickets start at $300, including seated dinner 
and evening program. Sponsorship levels start at $2,500.



Member tips

School vacation weeks are busy times at the 
Museum. use these member tips for a smoother, 
more enjoyable visit:

•   Take advantage of extended vacation week hours:  
mos.org/hours.

•  Bring your current membership card for immediate 
Exhibit Halls entry as well as discounts in the Museum 
garage, store, and café.

•  Reserve tickets in advance. We’ll waive the handling 
fees and save your place. Call 617-723-2500 or visit 
mos.org just a few days before your arrival. 

•  Take public transportation or have a backup plan for 
parking in case the Museum garage reaches capacity. 
See mos.org/parking for ideas.

•  Museum parking is first come, first served.  
Avoid peak times by arriving before 10:30 a.m. or after 
3:00 p.m. Garage payment is by credit or debit card only.

•  Arrive at least one hour before scheduled shows to 
allow time for parking. Late entries to timed shows are 
not permitted. 

•  Visit the member specialists at the Membership 
Booth, open daily from 10:00 a.m. (weekends at 9:00 
a.m.) until 4:00 p.m. Renew or upgrade your membership, 
purchase show tickets, or find information on upcoming 
member-exclusive events.

Sign Up for E-news!

Be a member in the know! Sign up for our 
monthly member e-newsletter to receive not only 
member event reminders but also late-breaking 
Museum news and exclusive online offers. Sign 
up at mos.org/members.
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Special Hours 

Exhibit Halls hours are extended during 
February school vacation week:

Saturday, February 15 – Thursday, February 20   
9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Friday, February 21  
9:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.

Saturday, February 22  
9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Exclusive Member Events
For more information, use the numbers and addresses  
listed below or contact: 617-589-0180, 617-589-0417 
(TTY), mos.org/members.

Member Preview Innovation in the Art of Food: 
Chef Ferran Adrià
Friday, February 14; 5:00 – 9:00 p.m. 
Explore the exciting, experimental world of an  
internationally renowned chef. Museum members  
get a taste of this temporary exhibit before it opens  
to the general public.

•  Free. No reservations required.

•  Entrance is limited to the number of Exhibit Halls admissions 
permitted with your membership level. Be sure to bring your 
active membership card with you.

•  For more information: mos.org/members.
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The Museum’s exhibitions and educational programs receive 
important support from individual members and donors like you. 
Additional support provided by: 

The Massachusetts 
Cultural Council

Media Partner

Museum of Science   617-723-2500   617-589-0417 (TTY)   mos.org

The Museum of Science gratefully acknowledges the support of our 
Premier Partners: 

Events
For more information: 617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY), 
mos.org/events.

The Amazing Nano Brothers Juggling Show
Select Saturdays through May; 12:00 and 2:00 p.m.
Join virtuoso jugglers Dan and Joel as they provide  
a comic and unforgettable introduction to atoms,  
molecules, and nanoscale forces while juggling  
everything from baseball bats to potted plants—even 
atop seven-foot unicycles! Who knew physics could  
be this much fun?

• Free with Exhibit Halls admission.

• Length: 40 minutes.

• Check schedule at mos.org/amazing-nano-brothers.

Free Film Fridays
Fridays, March 7, 14, 21, 28
Experience the magic of the Mugar Omni Theater, home 
of New England’s only IMAX® Dome screen—for free! 
Complimentary films are shown throughout the day each 
Friday in March.

• Free, thanks to the generosity of MathWorks.

•  Members may reserve tickets in advance starting the Monday 
prior to each Friday’s showings by calling 617-723-2500. 
The number of tickets is limited to the number of Exhibit Halls 
admissions permitted with your membership level.

•  The general public may pick up tickets at the box office  
on the day of the show; first come, first served. Limit two 
shows per visitor.

Become an Active Supporter!

The Museum receives financial support in some 
unique ways. Our members give through climbing, 
running, or supporting those who do.

lacing Up for learning

On Monday, April 21, runners from the Museum’s 
Boston Marathon® team will lace up their sneakers 
for the 118th Boston Marathon. They’ll run in  
support of Traveling Programs, which bring  
Museum programming to schools, libraries, and 
community centers throughout New England.  
During the past five years, our teams have raised 
more than $360,000 for program development, 
new vans, and program supplies.

•  For more information on how to support our runners:  
617-589-4475, mos.org/marathon.

Scaling Heights for Science

Challenge yourself and support the Museum  
by participating in the eighth annual Washburn 
Challenge! This unique fundraising hike of Mount 
Washington takes place on Sunday, July 13. Scale 
New England’s tallest peak via the Ammonoosuc 
Ravine Trail or test yourself with a double climb  
and trail run. All funds raised support the Annual 
Fund at the Museum of Science.

•  For more information on how to climb, donate, or volunteer: 
617-589-4475, mos.org/washburnchallenge.
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 4    Computer Clubhouse Celebrates 
Two decades
The Flagship Computer Clubhouse at the 

Museum recently celebrated its 20th year  

of providing a creative learning environment 

where youth from underserved communities 

explore their own ideas, develop skills, and 

build self-confidence through the use of  

technology. Using this original model, the 

Intel Computer Clubhouse Network, also 

based at the Museum, supports more than 

100 Clubhouses in 20 countries around the 

world. In September, the Clubhouse was  

featured on PBS with Flagship coordinator  

Jackie Gonzalez, a mentor, and a youth member  

speaking to a national audience about its  

importance in the lives of young people 

around the globe.

5   EiE® Wins STEM Innovation Award
The Silicon Valley Education Foundation, 

a California nonprofit driving achievement 

in math and science education, announced 

the winners of its annual STEM Innovation 

Awards last fall—with the Museum’s  

Engineering is Elementary® curriculum 

receiving top “Engineering” honors. EiE 

founder and director Christine Cunningham 

stated, “A number of California schools and 

districts already use EiE. We’re really pleased 

that we’ll be able to support even wider use 

of the curriculum.” The award comes with a 

$5,000 prize, which EiE will use to enhance 

existing partnerships in the state.

1   dead Sea Scrolls at the Museum  
In May of 2013, the Museum was honored to 

become New England’s only host destination 

for the Dead Sea Scrolls: Life in Ancient Times 

exhibition. Attracting thousands of visitors, 

Dead Sea Scrolls offered thought-provoking 

insight into an influential period in our 

collective history. Media coverage of the 

exhibit in the Christian Science Monitor and 

WCVB-TV’s Chronicle served to highlight the 

Museum’s prominence as one of Boston’s 

leading cultural institutions.

2   Hall of Human life Opening gala 

Last November, the Museum unveiled the 

Hall of Human Life, a revolutionary biology 

exhibition. To celebrate this new offering 

and the donors who helped fund its creation, 

the Museum hosted a grand opening event 

with a preview of the Hall of Human Life and 

remarks by Dr. Timothy Johnson, retired 

chief medical editor for ABC News. Museum 

president Ioannis Miaoulis and board chair 

Howard Messing (shown here), along with 

members of the exhibition’s advisory board, 

contributed to the festivities with a ceremonial  

“ribbon” cutting. The exhibition has been covered 

by The Boston Globe, Boston magazine, and 

other media outlets.

3   Full STEAM Ahead
Yvonne Spicer, EdD, vice president of advocacy 

and partnerships for the Museum’s National 

Center for Technological Literacy® (NCTL®), 

traveled to Doha, Qatar, in October for the 

Qatar Foundation International’s 2013 World 

Innovation Summit for Education (WISE). 

While there, Dr. Spicer was one of 30 arts  

and science leaders from Qatar and the US  

to attend “STE(A)M: Powering Creativity  

and Collaboration,” a two-day roundtable  

session to establish new, cross-cultural  

institutional partnerships in the fields of  

science, technology, engineering, arts,  

and math. 
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General Information

HOURS
Hours, which are subject to change, are extended during  
Massachusetts school vacations. For updates: mos.org/hours.

Exhibit Halls

• Regular (Sat – Thurs)  9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
• Fridays  9:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. (Year round) 
• Summer (Sat – Thurs)  9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. (July 5 – Labor Day) 
• Thanksgiving Eve and Christmas Eve  9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. 
• Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day  Closed

TICkETS ANd INFORMATION
Advance reservations recommended. For current prices and  
to purchase tickets: 617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY),  
mos.org. For membership information: 617-589-0180,  
membership@mos.org, mos.org/members.

dIRECTIONS ANd PARkINg
•  PlAN AHEAd  A state project on the Longfellow Bridge is rerouting  

traffic in front of the Museum. At times, increased traffic volume could 
cause delays. Please allow extra time or consider taking public trans-
portation. For updates: mos.org/traveltips.

• Address  1 Science Park, Boston, MA 02114
• Detailed Directions  617-723-2500, mos.org/directions 
• Parking  Museum parking is available first come, first served. 
  Members receive a discount in the Museum garage.

BOSTON dUCk TOURS
Tickets sold in the Red Wing, near the Mugar Omni Theater.  
DUCKs depart from the driveway near the T. rex. Tours run daily,  
April – November. For reservations: 617-267-3825,  
bostonducktours.com. Members receive a discount.

EvENT PlANNINg
Host your next event at the Museum of Science! Food services provided  
by Wolfgang Puck Catering. For information: 617-589-0125 (Monday – 
Friday), events@mos.org. Members are eligible for special rates.

 ACCESSIBIlITY
For information about accessibility in the Museum: mos.org/accessibility. 
For questions or accommodation requests: 617-589-3102,  
accessibility@mos.org. Please request ASL interpreters at least  
two weeks in advance.

EdUCATIONAl RESOURCES
Field Trips

For information about Museum field trips and other opportunities  
for educators, such as the Teacher Partner Program: 617-723-2500,  
educator-email@mos.org, mos.org/educators.

Traveling Programs

Bring a fun and interactive Museum program to your pre K – 8 school  
or community center! For information and reservations: 617-589-0354,  
travelingprograms@mos.org, mos.org/travelingprograms.
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STAY CONNECTEd WITH THE MUSEUM COMMUNITY! For updates, special offers, and fun science:

IMAgINE. INNOvATE. INSPIRE.
Support The Campaign for the Museum of Science. For more 
information, call us at 617-589-0181 or visit mos.org/campaign.
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Journey to the South Pacific 
Now Showing in Omni

See cover story

Coming in May to the Exhibit Halls


